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Economical, resource-saving, sustainable: sometimes less is 
more – the DYNAPAC spray paver SD2500CS PROTAC. 
 
Dynapac is once again launching a spray paver on the market. The new machine, which can be 
experienced at the 2022 Bauma, has been developed in collaboration with Secmair – a sister 
company of Dynapac in the Fayat Group, as well as in collaboration with numerous customers. 
Development was boosted by the fact that the know-how and expertise from specialists in road 
repair, road construction experts, and customer requirements flowed into its creation. The new 
Dynapac spray paver offers a variety of new functions for even more precise results, safety, and 
hassle-free operation.  
 
To ensure the longevity of road surfaces, an optimal composite layer of the asphalt layers is essential. 
The SD2500CS PROTAC spray paver successfully applies the emulsion (pressure-sensitive adhesive) 
and asphalt paving in a single operation. 
 
Two primary application areas 
The SD2500CS PROTAC spray paver is primarily designed for two application areas. The first is for the 
application of thin asphalt surface layers using “Thin layer in hot paving on sealant”. The second is for 
road repair, as well as for new road construction and everyday asphalting tasks. 
 
The use of thin asphalt surface layers, especially for maintenance construction, is ideal for 
weathered, but intact substrates. Thanks to the sealing via a binder film, it provides a permanent 
protection layer against moisture as well as offering more grip. The result: roads with significantly 
longer service lives.  
 
The SD2500CS PROTAC sprays emulsion and applies asphalt in a single operation. In doing so, it 
increases operational efficiency while saving resources. What’s more, the road can also be opened 
faster traffic, thus reducing construction costs. Additionally, numerous measurements have 
confirmed that DSH-V surfaces have a noise reduction potential of about 5 dB(A). Moreover, the low 
thickness layer helps conserves resources, material use, time, and energy. 
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The second application is found in the construction of new roads, because, here as well, the 
formation of an intensive layer guarantees a long service life. The excellent grip properties, flatness, 
and durability come together in just a 1.5-2 cm thick layer when applied by the spray paver. And the 
low layer thickness saves resources - material usage, time and energy. 
 
An all-rounder on the team 
The latest member of the Dynapac paver family incorporates two important functions in one 
machine: application and spraying. In contrast to similar machines, where the spray function is placed 
"on the paver", the Dynapac spray paver uses technology that seamlessly integrates the spray feature 
into the machine. The spray unit is easily activated and controlled via a robust and user-friendly touch 
display directly on the control panel. This allows the operator to effortlessly monitor and adjust the 
spray system. 
 
Access to the spray nozzles is quick and hassle-free and each nozzle can be opened and closed 
individually with the touch of a finger. Another practical feature is that the spray bars automatically 
follow the screed movement, thus ensuring optimum uniformity and control. If necessary, the screed 
operator can retract or extend the spray bars regardless of the screed position, so that objects can be 
omitted or included from the emulsion. 
 
Wide spray width & intelligent heating management 
The maximum spray width is 6.5 m which is wider than other conventional offers. The 25 
independent nozzles are automatically activated by moving the spray bar or extending the screed. 
The Dynapac spray paver can hold up to 2100 liters of emulsion and is equipped with a filling neck 
and level display on each side This optimally supports the filling process and is particularly convenient 
for the operator. 
 
The combination of heating mats and a powerful heating rod with a total heating capacity of 18 kW 
ensure gentle, yet rapid heating. Thanks to the heating mats, separation of the emulsion is prevented 
and even smaller amounts of 100l in the tank can be warmed up. Both the heating rods and the 
heating mats are controlled automatically, meaning that both the screed and emulsion are brought 
up to temperature in an efficient way. 
 
Optimal operator comfort and more environmental protection  
The paver offers operators an excellent all-around view for even more crew safety and comfort on 
the construction site.  
 
A crucial part of this development was the testing of different nozzles, settings, and software 
programming to find an optimal spray pattern that combined a low fog generation with a 
comprehensive and precise spray pattern. In achieving this, authorities, construction companies, 
crews, and the environment benefit. 



   
 

 

 
Hassle-free transport and quick cleaning 
The well-balanced spray paver has a basic width of 2.55 m which ensures quick and easy transport. 
The SD2500CS PROTAC can also be loaded with emulsion residues in the tank.  
 
Cleaning is uncomplicated thanks to an automatic cleaning system that is activated at the push of a 
button. The operator can choose between different cleaning modes to adapt the system to the needs 
and demands of the jobsite. 
 
Customer Feedback  
Customer Veidekke, one of the largest construction companies in Scandinavia, recently worked with 
the SD2500 CS PROTAC on a night job site in Norway near Oslo. 
 
The crew was very happy with the machine and had no problems to operate the spray paver for the 
first time during a nighttime operation due to the intuitive user interface, reports Atle Sjoen, 
supervisor at Veidekke. They had a few minor comments about the operation of the touchscreen, 
which Dynapac has already taken into account during development. 
 
 The spray pattern was seamless, even with low quantities of 200g/m² and the mat was - as you can 
see in the pictures - very even and therefore the job was successfully done. Sjoen added: "Working 
with the spray paver was not so different from working with a paver without spray function. Due to 
the great visibility for the driver, we felt absolutely safe on the job.” 
 
You can experience the SD2500CS PROTAC spray paver at this year’s Bauma from 24.10. to 30.10. 
2022 at the Dynapac booth FS 1008/1. See you there! 
 
  



   
 

 

 
Highlights:  
 
Excellent spraying pattern 
 

• Uniform spraying pattern (even with small quantities) 
• Adjustment from 0.2 up to 1.6 kg/m² 
• Uniform design for uniform heat and pressure 
• Sliding spraying bar with overruling function 

 
Large Emulsion tank with smart heating device 
 

• Fast reheating to start the job fast 
• Gentle heating of emulsion for stable emulsion 
• 2100l real filling degree 

 
Operator in focus 
 

• Spraying adjustment next to the paver panel 
• Excellent overview for highest safety and comfort 
• Filling from both sides with indicator display 

 
Transport and loading made easy 
 

• 2.55m transport width 
• Balanced machine design 
• Loading with and without emulsion possible 


